Huawei Twitter and Facebook September 14 – 17

The HDC Tech Park is like a playground for developers. Follow the camera to experience all the fun tech powered by HarmonyOS and more. #HDC2020 #HDCTogether

Ready to create more aesthetically pleasing images? The Huawei Image Kit #CodeLab is here to help. tinyurl.com/9093e3j

¡Cuáles son los retos en ciberseguridad y las oportunidades económicas de una mayor digitalización en el país? En nuestro ExpansionSummit. @andy_purdy, jefe de Seguridad de @HuaweiUSA nos responde:

Innovators turn possibilities into reality. Hear about the people making a big difference everyday. #WeAreHuawei tinyurl.com/32wummo
Looking forward to this, @amoldjon!

My Next Webinar with Huawei - IoT for Social Good in Pandemic Times - Sept 30 - details here: jamolda$sooatesxom/blog/2020.9/14._loT
@Huawei @Light_Reading #webinar #futureofwork #uc #wfh #remoteworking #smarthome
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With Huawei’s newly patented AI tech, car-hunting in a parking lot will become a problem of the past. tinyurl.com/4dalexs

To @thekaleybean, the #MacbookPro’s display is his favorite part of the laptop. Just take a look at these crisp and vivid images. Read his full review via @MobileSyrup. tinyurl.com/yxe63ao

Huawei recognizes and celebrates its growing global developer ecosystem. #ProfessionalDay tinyurl.com/y2g4li8

Will a policy to displace current technologies for the promise of O-RAN further slow the 5G rollout? Don Morrissey is on @ravishaker discussing why policies need to be carefully designed to move us forward. tinyurl.com/ydvo8ba
Hello everyone! Today’s TechTuesday is all about the Huawei Developer Conference Q&A with Daniel Sieberg, VP of Public Relations at Huawei USA. The event is scheduled for September 15 at 2 pm ET.

How did StoryScan come to be? One developer started off trying to help avid readers and found a way to bring reading to the visually impaired.

Check out what apps @TechmeOut is using on the Huawei P40Pro! New video live!
youtu.be/WhyQ82zKur

What can we expect from EMUI 11? AskHuaweiUSA

What does it mean to be open source? AskHuaweiUSA
Q: I missed the keynotes last week - where can I watch the Developer Conference?

A: You can watch the Developer Conference here: [youtube.com/watch?v=P56z5i](https://youtube.com/watch?v=P56z5i).

Q: What is Huawei HiCar? Is the company developing driverless cars?

A: Huawei HiCar is a smart connectivity solution that connects mobile devices with vehicles. Huawei is actively working with developers on the mobile gaming front.

Q: I heard there was some talk about e-commerce during DigiCon. What was that about?

A: During DigiCon, there was indeed a discussion about e-commerce. For more details, you can refer to the conference's official page.
#AskHuaweiUSA

TechTuesday Q: What are fields Huawei sees as expanding for developers?
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TechTuesday Q: Can you explain Huawei’s Research and Innovation platform? Is it secure?
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No matter how you look at it, every angle is its best. MateXs
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HUawei Mate Xs

No matter how you look at it, every angle is its best. MateXs
Seamlessly connect your #460Pro with your #WATCH7s like #NatalyOsmann. Check in on your health while working out in just one tap. #StayConnected #HuaweiShare

Learn something new everyday. Take a look at our developer site and find out how to create cool apps and more. #OnlineLearningDay tinyurl.com/y4qSlosy

HMS Core 5.0 MOOC Courses Launched

It’s not always easy being a working parent. Hear from our Huawei moms and see how they are able to achieve work-life balance. #WeAreHuawei #WorkingParentsDay tinyurl.com/s5yqpd

How do you think you done as a working m

Huawei believes literacy is a key to a better life, and a right deserved by all.

ATTN all DJs KOVR there is an app that’s easy to use and lets you work on-the-go! Let’s meet the developers who specialise in music production and DJ application fields - learn about RemixLive.
The next time someone offers you a business card, just pull out your HuaweiMobile. Scan, save, and never lose a number again. #EMUI

Card to Contacts in a Snap

Differentiation increases competitiveness. At Huawei’s #BWS, President of Global Carrier Marketing & Solution Sales Peng Song stresses on how future-oriented target networks will drive business success. Learn more about the 4 key benefits: tinyurl.com/5yppu9r

Huawei’s Peng Song: NetX 2025 Facilitates Operators’ Business Success
www.huawei.com

Huawei’s #CodeLab is a platform where developers can learn new programming. Check it out! tinyurl.com/53L9Phv

The key to unleashing network potential for a better world lies in X-Tech (Collaborate Connectivity, AI, Cloud, Computing & Industry Applications). Find out what our distinguished speakers have in store for you on day 2 of Huawei’s #BWS: tinyurl.com/58WqUj5

Huawei Carrier Business @HuaweiCarrier - Sep 16

STAY TUNED FOR MORE

BWS Speakers & Agenda for Day 2
events.carrier.huawei.com
Huawei USA

#TBT to #HuaweiConnect2019 - Huawei announced a program specifically designed for academia to deepen our collaboration with universities. Can't wait to see what 2020 holds.
https://tinyurl.com/y3uv52zn

ADVANCE INTELLIGENCE

The HDC Tech Park is like a playground for developers. Follow the camera to experience all the fun tech powered by #HarmonyOS and more. #HDC2020 #HDCTogether
Enhance your audio capabilities with the Huawei Audio Kit.
https://tinyurl.com/y6rg7bfu

HUAWEI Developer Conference 2020 – Day 3

HDC 2020 came to a close with exciting news about AR Engine, CG Kit and much more! 🎮
Watch our video to catch up, and don’t forget to follow us to stay up to date... See More

That’s a wrap! Let’s relive some of the best moments from #HDC2020 in photos, as if you were there! What’s been your highlight? Let us know in the comments!... See More
Join Huawei at the #Big5G event taking place September 22-24 to learn more about how to leverage the power of 5G. 
https://tinyurl.com/yyfjds7t

Beyond infrastructure: Applications and skills

Wednesday, September 23, 2020 at 9:00 a.m.

Originally designed to provide convenience for avid readers, #StoryScan has become a handy tool for the visually impaired to access information much more easily.

DEVELOPER.HUAWEI.COM
Explore seamless collaborative experiences Learn More
Leading technologies designed to impress

AppGallery
From smooth in-app video calls and secure payments with 3D facial recognition to unique AR experiences, Huawei's array of Kits and services are specifically cre... See More
Achieve faster growth with AppGallery
Deliver unique user experiences

We’re proud of our partnerships with world-leading global companies. Together we continuously achieve significant growth & development and deliver seamless exp... See More

Intense 60-sec battles between Prof. Sally Eaves & Neil Cattermull to unmask #5G myths are coming to a screen near you. Are you ready? #MythBuster #TrustInTec... See More

Welcome ASOS to AppGallery
Every day, there is always #MoreToExplore

Love to shop the latest trends? Get your daily fashion fix with ASOS, now in the #AppGallery.
Download now: https://bit.ly/2RrJg50 #MoretoExplore
Learn something new every day! Our developer site has a variety of online courses that will teach you how to use developer tools to create applications. Check it out! #OnlineLearningDay
https://tinyurl.com/y4q8k0sy

HUAWEI DEVELOPERS, iLc.dup: oca ^JA'IWEi Ibcbltti ErHian Acn.i'y

HMS Core 5.0 MOOC Courses Launched

The #Huawei ICT Competition covers over 70 countries worldwide, with 150,000 contestants from more than 2,000 universities & colleges. It's the largest ICT skill... See More

Cheers to the growing global developer ecosystem, who are transforming our world. #ITProfessionalsDay
https://tinyurl.com/y3tglojx

HUAWEI Developer Experts
Join us at Huawei's #BWS, Sept 17-18, to discover how to build future-oriented target networks for continuous business success, and learn how synergies of conn... See More

Hear from a panel of leading experts on how crucial national privacy regulation is for the US. https://tinyurl.com/y3j28de5

You can have security without privacy, but you can't have privacy without security.

- Mark Rasch, Cybersecurity Expert and Of Counsel, Kohrman Jackson & Krantz LLP
Our innovators never stop pushing the limits to create beneficial solutions for all. #WeAreHuawei https://tinyurl.com/y3zuonmo

The next lightning strike could make our protection devices smaller

Xiong Ying

It's not always easy being a working parent. Hear from our Huawei moms and see how they are able to achieve work-life balance. #WeAreHuawei #WorkingParentsDay https://tinyurl.com/s5njtpd

I think I have a good work-life balance.

Discover the advantages of building future-oriented target networks and the benefits of developing X-Tech to unleash network potential with global carriers, par... See More
A more secured future for networks starts with a solid foundation. How will future-oriented target network planning differentiate competitiveness that leads to ... See More

Fold for portability. Open for endless possibilities. #MateXs

Unfold for a LARGER, WIDER, THINNER

President of Global Carrier Marketing & Solution Sales Peng Song invites you to #Huawei's BWS on Sept 17 & 18 to discover the key to building a better world an... See More
Think multi-thread programming could be for you? Learn how to do it yourself in this Huawei CodeLab. https://tinyurl.com/y63l9phv

Huawei USA

Industries
Digitalization creates value in all industries. Working together achieves mutual success.

Products & Solutions

Huawei USA

#HuaweiConnect 2020 is just around the corner! This year we’ll be exploring the latest products & solutions, industry trends & our digital inclusion initiative... See More

Canada

Seems like some people on the streets know Huawei very well. Who do you agree with? What animal would Huawei be? #InsightsOutside #WhoAreWe #StreetInterview #... See More
Huawei Carrier Business was live.

Day 1 of Huawei's BWS is streaming live. Join us now to discover the advantages of building future-oriented target networks to drive business success: http://... See More

When you’re minutes away from the sunset and there is no data connection to save the day, there is the good old Messages app on EMUI. *Summer2020

The key to unleashing network potential for a better world lies in X-Tech (Collaborate Connectivity, AI, Cloud, Computing & Industry Applications). Find out why... See More
#StorySign was designed to bring literacy to everyone. In 2019, Huawei expanded the platform to include more languages and on more platforms. http://tinyurl.com/yanl4fnw

Huawei believes literacy is a key to a better life, and a right deserved by all.

If you want to create your very own #AppGallery application, this #CodeLab is for you. Uncover how to develop a CG rendering Framework that creates impressive 3D renderings on the Huawei platform. https://tinyurl.com/y6m6529u

The #MateBookXPro features a slim design as well as a beautiful display, making it pleasant to use. Check out what Mobile Syrup has to say about the laptop. https://tinyurl.com/yxe5o3ao
Differentiation increases competitiveness. At #Huawei's #BWS, President of Global Carrier Marketing & Solution Sales Peng Song stresses on how future-oriented t... See More

A New Era of Supply Chain Management: #Huawei is working with DHL and #IoT partners on innovative end-to-end solutions for logistics challenges, because the fut... See More

Intense training. Extreme weather. Harsh terrain. None of these will stop us from connecting you — that's our promise:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GEsc9Rgg0Q4
#InsightsOutside #WhoAreWe

Bringing 5G To The Top Of The World

Freezing temperatures, a lack of oxygen and a 6,500-meter climb...